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ABSTRACT
There is a great diversity of RDF datasets publicly available on the
web. Choosing among them requires assessing their “fitness for
use” for a particular use case, and thus, finding the right quality
measures and evaluating data sources according to them. However,
this is not an easy task due to the large number of possible quality
measures, and the multiplicity of implementation and assessment
platforms. Therefore, there is a need for a common way to define
measures and evaluate RDF datasets, using open standards and
tools. IndeGx is a SPARQL-based framework to design indexes of
Knowledge Graphs declaratively. We extend it to support more
advanced data quality measures. We demonstrate our approach by
reproducing two existing measures, showing how one can formalize
and add measures using such an open declarative framework.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information systems applications; Se-
mantic web description languages; • Social and professional
topics→ Digital rights management; Copyrights; Licensing; Intel-
lectual property;
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is a wide variety of RDF datasets publicly available on the 
web, which is a great asset for research and business. To find which 
dataset is adapted for a specific use case, data portals build in-
dexes of dataset descriptions and support metadata-based search 
features. Yet, simple metadata is not always sufficient to identify 
relevant datasets, and various measures may need to be evaluated 
on each candidate dataset. The size of datasets, their number, and 
the complexity of the measures create challenges for such eval-
uation. Moreover, different use cases call for different measures: 
different users may value different characteristics in choosing their 
datasets (e.g. update frequency, availability, provider’s identity, etc.). 
As a result, many measures are available to evaluate the general 
quality of a dataset. They can be broken down into many kinds of 
measurement, such as FAIRness, accountability, consistency, etc.

In this context, there is a need to consider open and extensible 
approaches to RDF dataset evaluation, where users can describe 
in a declarative format what they are looking for. In this paper, we 
propose a model, a method, and a tool to support the declarative def-
inition of custom measures. These measures are to be included in a 
unified index of dataset descriptions. Using this framework, one can 
extract the data necessary to apply different measures whose def-
initions and evaluation results are stored as part of the index. This 
makes them easy to compare and reuse. To illustrate our proposition, 
we evaluate 81 different datasets from 18 publicly available SPARQL 
endpoints with two quality measures for dataset descriptions: FAIR-
ness as defined by FAIR-Checker [4] and Accountability [2]. We 
show that implementing both measures in our framework enables 
their clear comparative study and their evaluation in a real setting.
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2 BACKGROUND
Evaluation and monitoring of dataset quality is an active field of
research [10]. For publicly available datasets in particular, several
communities are pushing for the adoption of common good prac-
tices, e.g. FAIR principles [9]. This push has led to the implementa-
tion of methods to evaluate the compliance of datasets with them.

Ever since the FAIR principles [9] were stated in very general
terms, academia and industry have been working to clarify and
evaluate them. They are centered around four concepts: Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability of data. As a result,
multiple approaches to evaluate the FAIRness of digital objects
have been proposed. For the evaluation of knowledge graphs alone,
many approaches exist. O’FAIRe [1] and FOOPS! [5] evaluate on-
tologies according to their definitions and the metadata they are
annotated with. FAIR-Checker [4] and F-UJI [6] are online tools to
evaluate RDF resources according to the metadata that are either
dereferenceable or included in HTML pages documenting the re-
sources. The life science community has designed and uses O’FAIRe,
FOOPS!, and FAIR-Checker. To this end, their interpretation of the
FAIR principles notably expects the evaluated objects to be refer-
enced in specialized databases for the life science community. F-UJI
is oriented toward scientific research data objects and relies on
databases such as DataCite.

Andersen et al. [2] propose a measure of a specific quality as-
pect: accountability. It applies the LiQuID [8] metadata model on
a dataset description to define a measure for knowledge graphs.
The model emphasizes the description of each step of the life cycle
of the dataset using a "WH" questioning approach (who, when,
where, how, and what). For example, one of the "who" questions
for the usage step checks for the intended audience of the dataset.
Accountability is closely related to the notion of transparency of
data. It is designed for open data portals and to understand how
data were produced and for which purposes, for traceability and
trust. Other existing quality measures provide insight into limited
and very specific aspects of accountability. Accountability goes
beyond the meta-information of the FAIR principles while being
more detailed in the metrics that they share [2].

IndeGx [7] is both (1) a framework to profile KGs accessible
through SPARQL endpoints using SPARQL-based rules declared
in RDF, and (2) a queryable index of 339 SPARQL endpoints of the
Linked Open Data. IndeGx can be easily extended by adding new
rules to augment the description generated as an RDF dataset. It
also generates and stores, in RDF, traces of the rules applied to each
dataset and their results. Being based solely on SPARQL, IndeGx
is limited due to the maximum time allowed by each endpoint for
query evaluation, the support by each endpoint of some complex
queries and some SPARQL clauses, e.g. VALUES, and the general
availability of each endpoint.

3 DECLARATIVEQUALITYMEASURES
In this article, we use the IndeGx framework [7] to declare a set
of rules for two KG quality measures: accountability [2] and FAIR-
ness [4], enabling to evaluate datasets wrt. these measures and to
compare the measures. For the FAIRness we chose the formalization
proposed by Gaignard et al. [4] in FAIR-Checker, as it applies to
general-domain KGs with minimal loss, as detailed in section 3.1.

We now present our implementation of the FAIRness and account-
ability measures using IndeGx, and the results of their comparison.
The rules used in our experiments are publicly available1 and can
serve as a model for expressing new measures.

3.1 FAIR-Checker𝐼

Our implementation of FAIR-Checker’s measure of FAIRness, called
FAIR-Checker𝐼 , relies on two sets of declarative rules. The first set
extracts, from the targeted SPARQL endpoint, all the triples involv-
ing resources explicitly typed as a dataset. Hence, the FAIRness
metrics can take into account all the classes and properties used in
dataset descriptions. The second set measures the FAIRness of the
datasets based on their extracted descriptions. These rules are the
adaptation of each FAIR-Checker metric to the IndeGx framework.
In its original implementation2 FAIR-Checker uses the dereference-
able RDF data and the markup data included as JSON-LD in the
webpage at the URI of a dataset. Since SPARQL queries cannot
easily retrieve the JSON-LD content of a webpage, this content is
not accessible to the IndeGx framework. Thus, our implementa-
tion of FAIR-Checker uses the dereferenceable RDF data and the
description of the dataset URI in its corresponding SPARQL end-
point. The original implementation of FAIR-Checker also uses three
websites as external sources, the Ontology Lookup Service3 (OLS),
the Linked Open Vocabularies4 (LOV), and BioPortal5, to deter-
mine if classes and properties are part of a “known vocabulary”, i.e.
publicly shared on dedicated websites. Among these three sources,
only LOV offers a SPARQL endpoint that can be exploited with
IndeGx, while the other two are REST APIs that cannot be used in
the current version of IndeGx.

This difference (web page vs. SPARQL endpoint) leads to slight
differences in the FAIRness scores computed by FAIR-Checker and
FAIR-Checker𝐼 . Besides, the three rules of FAIR-Checker involving
OLS and Bioportal may produce lower values in FAIR-Checker𝐼 , i.e.
the evaluation of sharedmetadata vocabularies (FAIR principle F2B),
shared ontologies usage (I2), and the use of community standards
(R1.3). However, OLS and BioPortal are specialized in bioinformat-
ics ontologies. Since our implementation is domain-agnostic, the
absence of these vocabulary sources is negligible when comparing
FAIR-Checker𝐼 and FAIR-Checker scores on a broader scope of KGs.

Debattista et al. [3] have shown that on average only 35% of
the URIs are dereferenceable in the LOD cloud. This makes it less
likely for the datasets found in SPARQL endpoints to have derefer-
enceable descriptions while they certainly have a description in the
SPARQL endpoints they were found in. Thus, for the same dataset
URI, FAIR-Checker is less likely to find a dataset description to
evaluate than FAIR-Checker𝐼 , introducing a bias in our comparison.
This explains that the majority of datasets shown in Figure 1 have a
higher FAIRness score with the IndeGx implementation than with
the original implementation. The datasets on the left side of Fig-
ure 1, with a higher FAIRness score with FAIR-Checker than with

1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10787028, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10787430
and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10794312
2https://fair-checker.france-bioinformatique.fr/
3https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/index
4https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/
5https://bioportal.bioontology.org/
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Figure 1: Comparison of the score of the original FAIR-
Checker implementation and our IndeGx-based implemen-
tation, in ascending order of the difference in the two scores.

FAIR-Checker𝐼 , almost all come from the same endpoint6 for which
the provenance information required by the R1.2 FAIR principle is
available in the metadata of the HTML page of the dataset’s URI
but not in the SPARQL endpoint.

3.2 Accountability𝐼

The original implementation [2] of the accountability measure is
based on the IndeGx framework. In our experiment, we name this
implementation Accountability𝐼 . Accountability𝐼 proceeds in three
steps, i.e. in the subsequent application of three kinds of rules. First,
extraction rules restrict the target to the datasets related to the URL
of their endpoint: they extract the description of any dataset that is
linked to the URL of its endpoint. Then, a set of equivalence rules
augments the extracted descriptions. They capture the knowledge
that some properties are equivalent when describing datasets, as
has been stated by Andersen et al. Finally, thirty evaluation rules
are applied to measure the accountability of each extracted and
augmented dataset description. The results of the evaluations are
generated as RDF data added to the IndeGx KG.

3.3 Comparison FAIR-Checker𝐼 -Accountability𝐼

Using a common framework enables the comparison of the meth-
ods underpinning the measures. Moreover, the scores obtained by
evaluating several KGs according to different measures emphasize
their similarities and differences in a complementary way.

Comparison of the methodologies for the extraction of dataset de-
scriptions. Both FAIR-Checker𝐼 and Accountability𝐼 start by extract-
ing the information required for the evaluation, and then query it
locally. FAIR-Checker𝐼 considers all the datasets of each endpoint,
while Accountability𝐼 limits itself to those linked to the URL of
the endpoint under study. Both extract all triples with the selected
dataset as the subject and do other specific extractions according
to their respective needs, as explained above.

The difference in the source of the dataset descriptions between
the two measures underlines a common problem with the delim-
itation of the metadata of a KG. Indeed, there are five possible
operational methods for retrieving a KG’s metadata: extracting the
metadata in the webpage associated to the KG’s URI, dereferencing
the KG’s URI in RDF, querying the SPARQL endpoint of a KG to
6http://ldf.fi/ww1lod/sparql

retrieve the description of the latter, dereferencing the endpoint
URL of a KG, dereferencing the “well-known” URI associated with
the endpoint of a KG. These five methods may output different
descriptions of a dataset, hence discrepancies between measures.

Themajor difference between FAIR-Checker𝐼 andAccountability𝐼
stems from the extra step added by the latter to enrich the data
with property or class equivalences. This makes it easier to write
measurement rules and it simplifies the introduction of newmetrics
with new vocabularies. However, this choice prevents the computa-
tion of statistics on the usage of vocabularies, as FAIR-Checker does.

Comparison of the methodologies for dataset evaluation. FAIRness
and accountability quality measures are designed according to a
specific understanding of the concept of “quality”. The conceptual
difference between them appears clearly when both measures are
implemented in the same framework.

The FAIRness measure according to FAIR-Checker and the ac-
countability measure have some overlap in the details of their dec-
larations. The findability dimension of the FAIRness measures the
presence of at least one triple in the description of the dataset (F2.A)
and to what extent known shared vocabularies are used in the de-
scription. The accountability measure of a dataset will be zero if
it does not contain any dataset description using known shared
vocabularies. Therefore, any dataset with a zero findability score
will also have a zero accountability score. Similarly, the interoper-
ability dimension of FAIRness measures the application of some
basic requirements, i.e. shared vocabularies and a machine-readable
format, and these requirements are necessary for the accountability
of a dataset to be non-zero. Two FAIRness metrics – the inclusion
of authorization procedure or access rights (A1.2) and license (R1.1)
– look for the same triples as those used in the rights, location, and
license requirements of the usage dimension of the accountability
measure. The provenance evaluationmetric (R1.2) of FAIR-Checker𝐼
checks the presence of at least one property among a list of 30.,
whereas Accountability𝐼 only gives full marks to a dataset descrip-
tion if most of the 30 properties describing provenance are present.

The overlaps and differences that we just highlighted allow us
to conclude that datasets are more likely to have a high FAIRness
than a high accountability as any dataset with a low FAIRness is
likely to have a zero accountability score.

Comparison of the scores obtained by both measures. In our ex-
periment, starting from the 339 endpoints usually evaluated by
IndeGx, we were able to obtain a FAIRness score for 199 datasets
from 25 endpoints and an accountability score for 99 datasets from
22 endpoints. The difference in endpoint coverage is attributed
to the fact that the accountability evaluation is restricted to only
datasets whose description contains any triple linking them to
their endpoint. At the intersection, we evaluated the FAIRness and
accountability of 81 datasets from 18 endpoints.

Figure 2 shows the FAIRness and accountability scores of the
datasets of our experiment. The first peak of accountability com-
pared to FAIRness corresponds to three datasets that contain ex-
tensive information about their creators and their sources in their
descriptions. Conversely, there is a drop in accountability compared
to FAIRness for datasets that contain no information about their
creation whatsoever. Both measures capture different aspects of

http://ldf.fi/ww1lod/sparql
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Figure 2: FAIRness and accountability scores in ascending
FAIRness score order. Only datasets with FAIRness and
accountability above zero are shown.

the datasets, with several datasets having the same FAIRness score
but very different accountability scores and vice-versa. Yet, a closer
analysis of the results reveals a correlation between the two mea-
sures: there is an 87% Pearson correlation coefficient between the
general FAIRness score and the usage dimension of accountability.
This is because licensing information is the base of the A and R
dimensions of FAIRness and the usage dimension of accountability
and it is one of the few pieces of information present in most of
the evaluated datasets.

4 DISCUSSION
The experiments presented in Section 3 show the viability of im-
plementing two different quality measures using the IndeGx frame-
work. In this section, we identify several points of discussion about
our experiments and our approach in general.

Heterogeneous sources and transparency of dataset descriptions.
The differences between the two measures highlight issues aris-
ing from multiple methods for documenting and disseminating
dataset descriptions. As Section 3.1 shows, such diversity results
in disparate implementations of identical measures, seeking varied
description elements and yielding divergent scores. IndeGx takes
the approach of representing the index of dataset descriptions as
a dataset of its own. In cases where the evolution of a measure is
monitored over time, keeping track of the provenance of extracted
and modified triples is crucial. Each extraction creates a snapshot
of the original dataset description that may need to be re-evaluated
later and must be described to support transparency and trust.

Blurred boundary of a dataset. Both FAIR-Checker𝐼 and Account-
ability𝐼 identify dataset descriptions in different ways. In practice,
to our knowledge, apart from the usage of well-known ontologies
to type a resource as a dataset description, e.g. with void:Dataset,
rules for dataset description are very rare. Marginally, there are
description profiles linked to communities, e.g. HCLS7, or DCAT
profiles for certain domains, e.g. DCAT-AP8 for European data por-
tals. This makes the structure of a description highly variable from
one dataset to another. This variability makes it difficult to identify
the datasets that are “native” to an endpoint vs. described “on be-
half” of another endpoint. This is why Andersen et al. restrict the
7https://www.w3.org/TR/hcls-dataset/
8https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/solutions/dcat-application-profile-data-portals-europe_en/

evaluated datasets to those linked to the endpoint URI. Moreover,
the existence of several descriptions of the same dataset in different
endpoints raises the problem of merging different versions of the
description of the same dataset.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we implemented a method based on an open tool to
support the declarative definition of customized quality measures to
be included in a unified KG of dataset descriptions. The comparison
of the measures of FAIRness and accountability we implemented
revealed their conceptual differences in terms of evaluation meth-
ods. This was made possible by the usage of a common framework
that could be configured to meet their needs. The evaluations also
showed that the descriptions of the RDF datasets available in the
endpoints of the LOD cloud could be improved for better FAIRness
and accountability. Future works should consider extending the
framework with different ranking and filtering options to help users
select the most appropriate dataset for their needs. Fine-grained
comparison of some aspects of the metrics could be designed. This
would allow the user to change the weights associated with each
parameter in the scores computation, and sort the results accord-
ingly. Also, users could monitor the evaluation of dataset quality
measures over time with the framework.
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